Create interactive
learning and
meeting experiences

Get the most out of your i3BOARD with:
i3PROJECTOR Lamp
This interactive projector allows you to transform any surface into an interactive whiteboard. The ultra-short-throw
makes sure that you don’t get blinded by the lamp.

i3PROJECTOR Laser
An easy & maintenance-free interactive projector. No hassle with replacing lamps. The ultra-short-throw makes
sure that you don’t get blinded by the laser light.

i3LEARNHUB
Our cloud based collaborative learning platform that allows teachers to prepare and share lessons with students
anywhere, anytime. Shortlisted as best Educational app at BETT Show 2018!

AR tools for i3LEARNHUB
Make your math class interactive with our augmented reality tools. We offer recognisable tools such as a compass, set
square and ruler for easy use on the interactive whiteboard.

i3ANNOTATE
Easy & intuitive annotation software with a simple interface and limited tool set to draw over any desktop application
with digital ink. Scribble notes or make sketches on the board & save them simply as a jpg file.

Warranty
Standard: 3 years - after registration: 5 years. Lifetime warranty on ceramic steel surface.
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i3BOARD
Interactive whiteboard

Features overview

In the classroom

In the meeting room

it is a challenge to capture students’ attention and
keep them focussed during lessons. An interactive
whiteboard helps make lessons more dynamic and
to personally engage students in learning activities.

it is not always easy to keep all participants engaged
in meetings. An interactive whiteboard allows you
to involve multiple users who can contribute with
views and ideas in real-time.

Shape recognition

Augmented reality

The multi-touch technology tracks
touches intuitively and accurately. It
recognises touch size and the shape of
pens, fingers, augmented reality tools
and other solid objects.

Combine traditional measurement
tools with digital technology. Use the
compass, set square and ruler on the
i3BOARD to make geometry exercises
easier to understand for your students.

V-Sense technology

20 touch points

This technology uses sensors in the
full frame of the display to detect
touch even if dust or other objects are
obstructing portions of the frame.

The i3BOARD has a multi-touch
technology that recognises 20 touch
points simultaneously.

Dual writing

Up to 135 inch

The i3BOARD has a surface made of
durable ceramic steel that allows you
to write with both wet and dry erase
markers.

i3BOARD is available in a 77”, 87”,
100” and 135 inch format.

Next to interactive boards, we also offer touch displays. How to choose?
Criteria

This is why having an i3BOARD is great
Size

Multi-touch interaction
The i3BOARD has multi-touch technology that
recognises 20 touch points allowing multiple users
to collaborate on the same surface. Split the screen
in multiple screens and allow multiple student
activities.

Image quality

Dual writing
The i3BOARD has a surface made of durable ceramic
steel that allows you to write with both wet and dry
erase markers – this is what we call dual writing. The
surface can also be used as a projection screen, as it
reduces reflection from natural light and leaves no
marks from erasing.

Maintenance

Writing

Your requirements

Best choice

A large working surface

i3BOARD
Sizes range from 77” to 135”

A smaller surface

i3TOUCH
Sizes range from 55” to 86”

Image quality is
less important

i3BOARD
Depends on projector

I want state of the
art sharpness

i3TOUCH
High resolution images

I can plan time for
maintenance

i3BOARD
Re-calibration necessary

I want
no maintenance

i3TOUCH
No re-calibration needed

Write analogue & digital

i3BOARD
Markers, stylus or finger

Digital writing only

Up to 135 inch
i3BOARD is available in a 135 inch format. It has a large screen to ensure perfect visibility from
a long distance, and a large work surface to collaborate and interact with multiple users.

Low purchase price

i3TOUCH
Write with finger or stylus
i3BOARD
Low TCO

Price
Higher purchase price

i3TOUCH
Low TCO

